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ROCKEFELLER CENTER
Introduction

The central tower of the Development, the 70-story RCA Build-

ing, rises to a height of eight hundred and fifty feet in the heart of Man-
hattan's business, shopping, theater, and hotel district.

Below its lofty pinnacle are offices, roof gardens, theaters, broadcast-

ing studios, exhibitions, restaurants, and a labyrinth of corridors and con-

courses lined with smart shops. Business, professional, social, and cul-

tural interests quartered here are a cross-section of the world's activities.

More than a hundred thousand people, bent on business or pleasure,

pass through the doors of Rockefeller Center every day.

Rockefeller Center occupies twelve acres, nearly the whole of the three

blocks from 48th to 51st Streets, between Fifth and Sixth Avenues.

Those acres are replete with historical associations. They passed first

from the Indians to the Dutch settlers, then to the British, and finally to

American colonists. Late in the eighteenth century they were part of

New York City's "common lands," an area stretching northward about

four miles from what is now 26th Street.

Early in the nineteenth century Dr. David Hosack, eminent physician

and public-spirited citizen, acquired twenty acres of these common lands,

including the present site of Rockefeller Center, and established there his

Botanic Garden for medical students.

Later, in 18 14, the New York State Legislature granted the Botanic

Garden to Columbia College whose trustees have retained title for a cen-

tury and a quarter to the three blocks now occupied by Rockefeller Center.

When plans for the erection of a new Metropolitan Opera House
were laid before John D. Rockefeller, Jr. several years ago, he became

interested in the site of those former gardens. Motivated by the idea of

creating a building center with the new opera house as a nucleus, he entered

into negotiations to bring the Columbia property and adjacent land under

his control. By the time a long-term lease with the university had been

executed, certain technical difficulties had arisen, and the original plan

was abandoned.



Then Mr. Rockefeller and his associates reconsidered the tremendous

possibilities of this area. For the first time twelve acres in the heart of

New York City were available for coordinated improvement. Clearly their

development must be appropriate to this midtown region. This called for

the creation of business offices, shops, entertainment activities, and quar-

ters for a myriad of other diversified organizations.

Speaking of the future of this section, President Nicholas Murray

Butler of Columbia has said:

"Here, if anywhere, must be the permanent site on Manhattan

Island of the much sought-after area devoted to that retail business of

every sort which is characteristic of a great capital, and which made famous

the Bond Street of London, the Rue de la Paix of Pans, and Unter den

Linden of Berlin."

The location was ideal—and unique—for such a group of offices

and shops. The tide of business had swept uptown until it met Central

Park. It was plain that the site of Rockefeller Center was destined by the

very forces which shape the city to be not only the geographical but the

fixed business center of a metropolitan area in which the interest of more

than eleven million human beings would be concentrated as long as Cen-

tral Park stood guardian at the northern gate.

Also, all the transportation facilities provided by the city's gigantic

building program, including new bridges, new tunnels, new subways, and

new steamship piers, as well as the railroads which feed Grand Central and

Pennsylvania Station, were to converge in this region.

With these considerations in view Mr. Rockefeller and his associates

sought to think along new lines, to build for the New York of tomorrow.

First, they designed a group of modern buildings constructed of mate-

rials beautiful in themselves. Then they initiated a decorative program

through which, with these materials as a background, the artist, the sculp-

tor, the landscape gardener, and their fellow craftsmen could work on a

scale hitherto unpracticed in commercial projects.

They sought to create a group of buildings so related and equipped

that they would set a new standard for service, so "staggered" that they

would be exposed on all sides to the maximum amount of sunlight and air,

so beautiful that they would originate new esthetic criteria for commercial

construction.

From the comparatively low buildings on the Fifth Avenue front to



the soaring 70-story office structure in the center background, all the build-

ings in Rockefeller Center are designed, to achieve the utmost in utility,

balance, beauty, and interrelated service.

Actual work began on May 17, 1930, with the demolition of a few

dwellings and stores on 48th and 49th Streets. Since then, on the site

formerly occupied by 229 small structures, the massive walls of eight

beautiful buildings have risen.

These are the British Empire Building and La Maison Francaise; the

70-story RCA Building, which covers more than half of the middle block

between 49th and 50th Streets; the Radio City Music Hall, the world's

largest theater; the 31-story RKO Building; the Center Theater; the

Palazzo d' Italia, and the 41 -story International Building.

Two other structures are contemplated in the south block and a third

will be built east of the Radio City Music Hall.

Nearly two acres of land in Rockefeller Center have been utilized to

provide open space between buildings and adequate facilities for vehicular

and pedestrian traffic. "Rockefeller Plaza" encompasses a new private

street cutting through the heart of the project from 48th to 51st Streets,

a sunken plaza in the middle block, and a promenade known as the Channel,

sixty feet wide, which leads into the Plaza from Fifth Avenue and affords

a convenient gateway to all the buildings in the Center.

The western portion of Rockefeller Center, in which are located the

two theaters and the NBC studios, has been named "Radio City," in

honor of the Radio Corporation of America and its affiliated interests.

Rockefeller Center, Inc., represents the corporate ownership and con-

trol of the entire project.

As the representatives of this ownership corporation, Todd, Robertson,

Todd Engineering Corporation and Todd & Brown, Inc., were desig-

nated as builders and managers for the Development. To the builders

and managers was assigned the task of creating and managing the exten-

sive organization required to plan and carry through all of the many
features of the project.

Three firms were officially engaged as architects for Rockefeller Center.

These firms are: Reinhard & Hofmeister; Corbett, Harrison & Mac-

Murray; and Hood & Fouilhoux. Under their direction has been devel-



oped and perfected the organization of artists and technicians engaged in

the building of Rockefeller Center.

Clyde R. Place has handled the electrical and mechanical features,

and H. G. Balcom has taken care of all structural engineering problems.

Other important consultants who have contributed to the technical

perfection of Rockefeller Center include Professor Stanley R. McCandless

of Yale University, consultant on lighting; Dr. Paul E. Sabine of the

Riverbank Laboratories, Geneva, 111., and Clifford M. Swann of New York

City, consultants on acoustics; and L. A. Berckmans of Augusta, Ga.,

consultant on landscape gardening.



The illustration on the reverse of this page shows the sculpture above

the Fifth Avenue entrance to the British Empire Building, designed

by Carl Paul Jennewein. The figures, cast in bronze and gold-

leafed, represent nine major industries of the United Kingdom.

Above them is the British coat-ofarms, carved in limestone.





The British Empire Building

The British Empire Building is located at 620 Fifth Avenue, at 50th Street. Seven

stones high, it has a Fifth Avenue frontage of 70 feet, and a frontage on West 50th

Street of 200 feet. Excavation for the structure was begun in February, 1932. The
building was opened to tenants on May 1, 1933. Barr, Irons & Lane, Inc., New
York City, were the general contractors. Architects: Reinhard & Hofmeister;

Corbett, Harrison & MacMurray; Hood & Fouilhoux.

The British Empire Building is dedicated to the commerce, indus-

try and art of the Empire, and is substantially restricted in tenancy to

British individuals and companies, or to the American representatives of

British companies handling British Empire products. It flies the British

flag and is staffed largely by British Great War veterans.

The Fifth Avenue entrance to the building bears a sculptured decora-

tion by Carl Paul Jennewein, American sculptor. The figures set in three

panels above the doorways represent nine industries which are of major

importance in the economic structure of the British Empire. A fisher-

man, a seaman, and a coal miner typify industries of the British Isles; a

woman carrying a bag of salt, another female figure standing beside a

tobacco plant, and a man holding several stalks of sugar cane graphically

suggest the industries of India; a shepherd represents the wool of Australia,

a reaper the wheat of Canada, and a woman standing among cotton plants

bespeaks Africa's contribution to the varied economic activities of the

United Kingdom. Below the figure of the seaman is a bronze sun sym-

bolic of the widespread dominions on which "the sun never sets."

These figures are cast in bronze and finished in gold leaf Surmount-

ing them, some thirty feet above the street level, is the British coat-ofarms,

carved in limestone from models by Mr. Jennewein.

Across the top of the Fifth Avenue facade are four panels designed by

Rene P. Chambellan, American sculptor. The panels, carved in limestone,

are heraldic, the motifs being drawn from the coats-ofarms of the historic

divisions of the British Kingdom.

The north and south entrances to the British Empire Building, on



50th Street and the Channel, respectively, are decorated with panels

designed by Lee Lawne, American sculptor.

Symbolic of the power and authority of the British Empire, the panel

over the 50th Street entrance bears the arms of England—the three lions

passant-guardant, first worn on the shield of Richard I, King of England,

1 1 89- 1 199. The Tudor rose is incorporated in a decorative strip across the

bottom of the panel.

Over the Channel entrance, on the south side of the building, Mr.
Lawrie has designed a panel of the winged Mercury, mythical god of

commerce. He is represented as traveling swiftly over the waves, and

he signifies the mercantile marine upon which much of England's wealth

and power is founded. The waves form an ornamental border across the

lower part of the panel.

Modern in Design, Equipment, and Ornamentation

The British Empire Building is modern both in design and in equip-

ment. It is air-conditioned throughout, insuring automatic temperature

control and comfort at all seasons of the year. A modern type sprinkler

system furnishes protection against fire. Westinghouse elevators provide

ample interior transportation. The elevator cabs are finished with Madrone

burl. The main lobby is faced with English Ashburton marble.

On the roof terrace of the seventh floor a distinctive English garden has

been constructed. Built by Ralph Hancock, landscape architect, from

plans prepared by the architects of Rockefeller Center, the garden contains

a large growing lawn, hedges, trees and several hundred varieties of Alpine

plants, roses, tulips and dwarfgrowing bulbs, planted in specially prepared

soil: A retaining wall of selected English sandstone and flagged walkways

of the same material surround the lawn. At the Fifth Avenue end is a

reflecting pool banked by yew hedges and growing greenery.

The garden was completed in the autumn of 1933, and was the first

unit in an extensive landscape gardening program which utilizes modern

materials to transform the open areas and the lower roofs of Rockefeller

Center into an enchanted land in the heart of the city.

The cornerstone of the building was laid on July 2, 1932, by the

Right Honorable the Lord Southborough, chairman of a British group

which sponsored the British Empire Building.



La Maison Francaise, pictured on the reverse of this page, has been called

"a bit of France in the heart of New York." Here are housed the

American offices of important French commercial institutions, as well

as the French Consul General and the Commercial Attache. The bronze

panel over the door is the work of Alfred Janniot, French sculptor.





La Maison Francaise
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La Maison Francaise is situated at 610 Fifth Avenue, at 49th Street. It is identical

in size and exterior design with the British Empire Building, from which it is

separated by the Channel. Excavation for the structure was begun in February,

1932. The building was opened to tenants on October 1, 1933. Barr, Irons &
Lane, Inc., New York City, were the general contractors. Architects: Reinhard &
Hofmeister; Corbett, Harrison & MacMurray; Hood & Fouilhoux.

La Maison Francaise, the French building in Rockefeller Center,

has been characterized as a "solid bit of France in the heart of New York

City." Like the British Empire Building, it is dedicated to the commerce,

industry and art of a great European nation. La Maison Francaise flies

the French flag and is staffed largely by French veterans of the World War.

Its tenancy is substantially restricted to French individuals and companies,

or to the American representatives of French companies handling products

of the French Republic and colonial possessions.

The Fifth Avenue entrance to the building bears a sculptured panel,

symbolic of the friendship and mutual understanding between the cities

of Pans and New York. It was designed by Alfred Janniot, French sculp-

tor. The panel, which is at present the only example in America of

M. Janniot's work, is 11 feet wide and 18 feet high. Cast in bronze and

then gold-leafed, the sculpture weighs approximately ten tons. It depicts

Paris and New York joining hands above the figures of Poetry, Beauty,

and Elegance.

Across the top of the Fifth Avenue facade are four panels designed by

Rene P. Chambellan. Carved in limestone, the panels portray a pageant

of French history.

Over the 49th Street entrance to the building, Lee Lawrie has de-

signed a conventionalized form of the traditional fleur-de-lys of France.

The Channel entrance is graced by another panel designed by the same

artist. The latter shows a female figure sowing the seeds of good citizenship.



Home of French Government Bureaus

The French Government's approval and active support of La Maison

Francaise were announced in 1932. Interviews between President Albert

F. Lebrun and Premier Edouard Herriot, representing the government, and

Senator Jean Philip, of the French Committee under whose auspices La

Maison Francaise was erected, resulted in a complete understanding and

working agreement.

The cornerstone of La Maison Francaise was sealed on April 29, 1933,

by former Premier Edouard Herriot, guest of honor at a colorful ceremony

attended by two hundred invited guests drawn from diplomatic, social and

business circles.

Among the first tenants to move into the building were French Gov-

ernment officials in New York. Here are situated the offices of the Consul

General of France and the offices of the French Commercial Attache.

Specialty shops, handling de luxe French merchandise, are located

on the ground floor of the building.

On display in the lobby of La Maison Francaise is a silver replica of

the famous airplane, "The Question Mark," in which Costes and Bellonte,

French aviators, flew westward across the Atlantic from Pans to New York

in 1930. The model is the gift of the government of the Republic of

France to Rockefeller Center. It was executed by Cartier, internationally

known jewelers, in Pans, and officially presented to Rockefeller Center by

His Excellency Andre Lefevre de Laboulaye, French Ambassador to the

United States.

The mechanical equipment of the building—the elevators, air-

conditioning plant and sprinkler system—is similar to that of the British

Empire Building. The main lobby is finished with St. Michel marble,

imported from France. The elevator cabs are finished with French walnut

burl.

The roof terrace on the seventh floor of La Maison Francaise is land-

scaped with a lawn, trees, hedges, flowers and a pool. This garden was

also built by Ralph Hancock from plans prepared by the architects.



The illustration on the reverse of this page shows the Fifth Avenue

entrance to Rockefeller Center and New York's most unusual

thoroughfare—the Channel, which extends between La Maison

Francaise and the British Empire Building. It leads from Fifth

Avenue to the sunken plaza and the Concourse shopping section.
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The Central Pedestrian Areas

A. gently sloping, sixty-foot wide promenade known as the Chan-

nel extends westward from Fifth Avenue between the British Empire Build-

ing and La Maison Francaise in the middle block of Rockefeller Center.

Approximately 200 feet long, it leads directly into a sunken plaza, and

provides a convenient entranceway into all buildings of the Development.

Extending down the middle of the Channel are six shallow reflecting

pools, surrounded by trimmed yew hedges. The pools contain basins of

polished Deer Island granite and mirrored bottoms of structural glass, laid

in brick form. Water is thrown into the pools through ornamental bronze

fbuntainheads designed by Rene P. Chambellan.

These fountainheads may be said to symbolize the achievements of

mankind; to express those characteristics of knowledge, thought, courage,

and action upon which physical, spiritual, and mental advancement depend.

These are typified by Tritons and Nereids—free, untrammeled spirits full

of energy and motion.

The fountainheads are each approximately four feet long, four feet

high and two feet wide.

Broad granite steps, in two flights, lead into the lower plaza level

which is eighteen feet below the surrounding city streets.

This plaza is an open area, 125 feet by 95 feet in dimension.

Centered against the west wall of the plaza, directly opposite the

grand stairway, is the Prometheus Fountain, designed by Paul Manship,

American sculptor.

Executed in bronze and gray granite, the fountain stands out against

a wall of red Balmoral granite. It has a wide horizontal reach, and its dom-

inant figure rises eighteen feet into the air. It is easily visible from Fifth

Avenue.

The composition consists of three figures and depicts Prometheus,

the legendary contributor of fire, in the act of bringing the precious gift

to mankind. The central figure—Prometheus—measures 15 by 18 feet.



Two other figures, in life size, represent mankind—a youth and a maiden.

All of the figures are cast in bronze and finished in gold leaf

The two basins of the fountain are of polished Deer Island granite.

The lower basin, rectangular in shape, is 60 feet wide and 16 feet across.

Several broad sprays of water in sheet form play toward the center of the

fountain from either side of the upper basin, which is also rectangular in

shape and more than forty-two feet wide.

Two terraced promenades above the plaza are faced with polished

granite, and in each are set three mirror fountains. Above them are yew

hedges and pine trees interplanted with seasonal blooming flowers.

Steps from the sidewalks on 49th and 50th Streets and from Rocke-

feller Plaza provide additional entrance facilities to these terraced walks

which are a few feet below the adjacent street level.

The sunken plaza, in addition to its architectural function of provid-

ing an open space between the buildings in Rockefeller Center, serves also

as the main entrance to the Concourse, which makes it possible to move

freely through the Development without going outdoors. The entire

Concourse is brilliantly lighted and completely air-conditioned.
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A spot of leisurely beauty in New York's Fifth Avenue shopping

section, as shown in the illustration on the reverse of this page,

is the Sunken Plaza in Rockefeller Center, flanked on three sides

by de luxe shops. The fourth side is given over to the

majestic Prometheus Fountain, designed by Paul Manship.





Standing out against the black night sky, the RCA Building with

its brilliant floodlights is a beacon marking the center of New
York's midtown activity. In the Development are two theaters,

two dining and dancing establishments, many restaurants,

and the studios of the National Broadcasting Company , from

which many of the best-known programs on the air are broadcast.





The RCA Building

The 70-story RCA Building, largest office building in the world in floor area,

covers more than half of the middle block of the Rockefeller Center development.

The main entrance is at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, the new north-and-south street cut

through Rockefeller Center. Other entrances are at 49 West 49th Street, 50 West

50th Street, and 1250 Sixth Avenue. The western extension of the building, 16

stories high, fronts on Sixth Avenue. The ground plan extends eastward from

Sixth Avenue for a distance of 535 feet, and occupies all of the intervening space

between 49th and 50th Streets. Construction work on the RCA Building was

begun in January, 1932. The building was completed on May 1, 1933. Hegeman-

Harns Company, Inc., New York City, were the general contractors. Architects:

Reinhard & Hofmeister; Corbett, Harrison & MacMurray; Hood & Fouilhoux.

J. he RCA Building is the dominant structure of the Rockefeller

Center group. Its main tower rises with sweeping lines to a height of 850

feet. In the tower, as is customary in modern skyscraper design, the ele-

vators and service facilities form the core of the building, which is sur-

rounded on all sides by well-lighted floor space. This building is unique

in having set-backs at each level where an elevator shaft ends, thus pro-

ducing a series of gigantic steps on the exterior of the tower. These set-

backs at the completion of the elevator shafts allow the maintenance of a

constant distance from the exterior walls of the building to the core. As a

result, all of the rentable office area in the tower receives a maximum of

natural light and fresh air.

This construction allows, also, for approximately the same rentable

area on all floors of the tower. The tower floors, each with an area of

about 25,000 square feet, are sufficiently large to accommodate a large cor-

poration, and are so designed that small space units may be laid out with

a maximum of window space.

The central tower of the structure is capped by the Rockefeller Center

Observation Roof At the extreme top, seventy stories above the street

level, is an open promenade, which offers an unobstructed fifty-mile view

of New York and the surrounding territory.

The main entrance facing Rockefeller Plaza gives an impression of

the graceful massiveness of the RCA Building. The lintels of the three



arches over the doorways are decorated with a huge sculpture by Lee

Lawrie.

The central figure of this work represents the genius which interprets

to the human race the laws and cycles of the cosmic forces of the universe,

and thus rules over all of man's activities. On the right of the central

panel is represented Light, and on the left, Sound—two of these cosmic

forces. The compass of the genius marks, on the glass screen below, the

cycles of Light and Sound.

Although there are other cosmic forces which govern the universe,

Mr. Lawrie selected those of Light and Sound because they are an active

and vital part of everyday life, and particularly because within contem-

porary times great discoveries have been made by means of them, and

man's technical knowledge of the laws of these two forces has been vastly

enlarged.

The glass screen below the sculpture is 55 feet across and 15 feet high.

It is composed of 240 rectangular blocks of glass, each about 18 by 28

inches, with an average thickness of about three inches. The blocks vary

in weight from 70 to 115 pounds each, and the total weight of the screen

is about thirteen tons. The blocks are held together with transparent

cement, and reinforced at the back by vertical steel strips. The screen was

executed by the Corning Glass Works.

A New Note in Office Building Decoration

The Great Hall or main lobby of the RCA Building, just inside the

Plaza entrance, offers the largest single expanse in Rockefeller Center for

the interpretation of the decorative theme. The architects and managers

decided to concentrate the art work of the main lobby in large panels on

the walls of the elevator banks, keeping the walls, floors and ceiling in

plain colors.

The floor is of brass and terrazzo mosaic. The outer walls are con-

structed of French Gray Vermont marble from the floor to a height of

seven and one-half feet. The columns are faced with Ivory Vein Italian

marble. The remainder of the walls and the ceiling are finished in a deep

ivory tone.

The panels on the north side of the main elevator banks are devoted

to the four murals executed by Jose Maria Sert, Spanish muralist. They



Murals by Frank Brangwyn, English artist, in the Great Hall

of the jo-story RCA Building are pictured on the reverse of this

page. They portray man's conquest of the physical world and

the artist's concept of mankind's ultimate destiny. Each

painting is twenty-five feet wide and seventeen feet high.





depict man's intellectual mastery of the material universe. Each of these

murals is approximately 25 feet wide and 17 feet high. They were painted

in Mr. Sert's Pans studio.

The murals represent the abolition of those forces which tend to

destroy human peace and happiness, and the preservation of the forces

which contribute to the welfare of mankind. The first panel, to the east,

represents the evolution of machinery which relieves man from the neces-

sity of terrific physical strain. The second panel portrays the eradication

of disease through the development of medical science. The third panel

depicts the abolition of slavery. The fourth panel represents the suppres-

sion of war.

Brangwyn s Portrayal of the Story of Mankind

Upon the south walls of the main elevator banks are four murals by

Frank Brangwyn, R.A., English artist. They are approximately the same

size as the Sert murals and were painted in England.

Three of these murals are designed to show the progressive periods in

man's conquest of the physical world and the changing conditions to which

man has adapted himself as, step by step, this conquest has been accom-

plished. In the fourth panel, which, in a sense, sums up the other three,

the artist implies that in his ever restless and driving search for new worlds

to conquer man must learn to accept as fundamental the truths which were

revealed at the dawn of the Christian era.

As described by Philip Macer-Wright, author of the inscriptions on the

murals, the first panel at the west end shows man laboring painfully with his

hands, courageously providing the physical necessities of life. The second

panel shows man working with crude tools which enable him to lay the

foundations of his home and to establish an organized society. The third

panel pictures man working with machinery, mechanizing labor and add-

ing to his own life the promise of leisure. The fourth panel is the artist's

interpretation of the ultimate destiny of mankind. Mr. Macer-Wright's in-

scription on this mural is: "Man's ultimate destiny depends not on whether

he can learn new lessons or make new discoveries and conquests, but on his

acceptance of the lesson taught him close upon two thousand years ago."

The interior transportation system in the RCA Building is of particu-



lar interest. In addition to the "resident" population of 12,000 tenants,

provision has been made to handle a visiting population of nearly 60,000

persons daily.

The three lower levels, in which traffic is greatest—the Concourse,

the street floor, and the Mezzanine—are connected by broad stairways and

served by six double-width reversible Otis escalators. Seventy-five West-

inghouse elevators of the latest high-speed safety type maintain rapid com-

munication throughout the building.

The speediest cars, those serving areas from the twenty-ninth to the

sixty-fifth floors, operate at a speed of 1,200 feet a minute, and two of

these eight high-rise cars which run to the sixty-fifth floor travel 1,400 feet

a minute. They are the fastest elevators in the world and cover the

distance from the ground to the sixty-fifth floor in approximately thirty-

nine seconds. It is estimated that when operating on a full schedule the

elevators in the RCA Building will travel a total of 2,100 miles daily

between 8 A.M. and 6:30 P.M., a distance equal to that between New
York City and the Grand Canyon of the Colorado in Arizona.

Automatic Signals and Controls

All of the elevators are equipped with the latest automatic signal and

control devices. Powerful speed governors and limit switches will stop

quickly and smoothly either the upward or*downward movement of any

elevator the instant its speed exceeds the limit for which the governor is set.

Visitors will notice electric light beams projected across the elevator

entrance when the cab door is opened. These lights are part of an auto-

matic device known as the "Safe-T-Ray" and are focused on photo-electric

cells in the opposite frame. When the light beam is interrupted by a pas-

senger entering or leaving the elevator a shadow is cast on the photo-electric

cell, and the doors are automatically prevented from closing until the door-

way is clear.

The three lower floors of the RCA Building are devoted principally

to stores, exhibition spaces, service facilities, and pedestrian walkways.

On the Concourse level, near the Sixth Avenue end, is located a complete

Communication Station where the facilities of the Western Union,

RCA Communications, Postal Telegraph, and the New York Telephone

Company are available. The Rockefeller Center Post Office Station is also

situated in the Concourse, as is the Gateway Restaurant and Oyster Bar.



Jose Maria Sert, Spanish artist, painted four panels for the Great

Hall of the RCA Building, as shown in the illustration on the

reverse of this page. They represent the contributions of science

to human peace and happiness. These murals decorate the north

walls of the main elevator banks, opposite those of Brangwyn.





Sixty-five stories above New York's throngs, atop the RCA Building,

is the Rainbow Room shown on the reverse of this page. A revolving

dance floor, far vistas through the huge windows, a color organ, and

aubergine satin walls help to make this smart dining and dancing

establishment a unique and colorful place to spend an evening.
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Concentrated in the Concourse are lounges and offices where visitors

may purchase tickets for travel, sightseeing, theaters, and for all Rocke-

feller Center entertainments.

The sixty-fourth floor is devoted to restaurant facilities. Private din-

ing and banquet rooms are available for tenants and organizations or parties

desiring to dine in a novel atmosphere far above the rumble of the city.

The Rainbow Room

Sixty-five stories above the twinkling carpet of New York's night

lights is the Rainbow Room, atop the RCA Building. From the twenty-

four windows which reach from floor to ceiling can be seen a panoramic

view—the dim shapes of craft in the East River, the graceful line of lights

over the George Washington Bridge strung out like a diamond necklace

from shore to shore, and the misty towers of downtown Manhattan.

Within, brilliant colors shimmer everywhere. Against a background

of rich aubergine satin there are flashing mirrors, crystal chandeliers, the

jade green leather of the chairs, and the emerald green of the carpeting.

Flooding the whole with a symphony of changing colors is the color organ,

the first ever installed permanently in a room of this kind, which is set in

the rim of the great white dome over the revolving dance floor.

The entrance to the Rainbow Room is through a glass-enclosed cock-

tail lounge filled with potted plants and flowers.

The Rainbow Room proper is two stories in height. A huge crystal

chandelier of classic design is hung from the center of the white dome
over the dance floor. Concealed behind the lip of the dome are batteries

of lights, operated by a color organ, which form a panopoly of color com-

binations changing in harmony with the shifting mood of the music.

Tables on three levels surround the revolving dance floor.

The room is open from 6:30 P.M. daily, including Sunday, and

features dance music by two of New York's smartest orchestras and enter-

tainment by talented performers.

The Rainbow Grill

In contrast to the formal brilliance of the Rainbow Room, the Rain-

bow Grill—situated at the west end of the 65th floor—is more informal

in decoration and atmosphere. A panoramic view of the Hudson River



valley may be seen. Cocktails and tea dancing in the afternoon from 4:00

to 7:00 P.M. and informal dinner, supper, dancing, and entertainment may
be enjoyed there daily, including Sunday.

The Gardens of the Nations

At the eleventh floor of the RCA Building there are more than 30,000

square feet of roof area between the tower of the building and the 16-story

extension which fronts on Sixth Avenue. On this roof area are the Gardens

of the Nations.

Within the tower, at the eleventh floor, is Horticultural Hall, which

provides a laboratory for amateur and professional gardeners. Here lec-

tures, practical applications of the latest gardening techniques, headquarters

of national and state garden clubs, a technical library, flower shows, and

displays of the finest products of representative horticulturists and allied

tradesmen provide both amateur gardeners and horticulturists with a center

of interest and information.

From the building visitors pass through French doors which open

directly out on a rock garden. At one end of the garden a stream cascades

down four feet over jutting rocks and winds westward for 125 feet through

mossy banks to a small bridge at the far end of the garden. Along the

stream, or clinging precariously to the huge limestone rocks which were

imported from Windermere, England, may be seen irises, narcissi, blue-

bells, snowdrops, plants of edelweiss, mounds of pink, white, and red

saxifrage, twenty varieties of primroses from the Canadian Rockies, China,

India, and the English woods, and more than 2,000 varieties of Alpine

plants and dwarf conifers. The garden is known as the International

Rock Garden.

Equally beautiful are the other gardens, which include typical flowers,

shrubs, and trees of England, Holland, France, Italy, Spain, and Japan.

There is also an American Native wild flower garden, a modern garden, a

vegetable garden, and a children's garden, as well as a bird sanctuary and

gardens in which seasonal flowers and shrubs are exhibited.

In all of the gardens there are 250,000 flowers, 30,000 bulbs, 50 trees,

and 1,000 smaller plants. More than 500 tons of brick, concrete, and

mortar were used in the construction of walls, architectural details, and

walks. More than 3,000 tons of earth and 100 tons of natural rock were

needed.



The English Garden, one of the most beautiful of the thirteen in the

Gardens of the Nations, is shown on the reverse of this page. Typical Eng-

lish shrubs, trees, and flowers planted in proper relation to a shallow pool,

sod walks, and Tudor arches make this garden authentically British.





Visitors are perennially amazed that there should exist on the roof of

a modern skyscraper, high above New York's teeming streets, a place where

vari-colored flowers bloom in brilliant profusion, and where smooth lawns,

shady trees, and shrubs from the gardens, forests, and mountains of many
nations of the world flourish as they do in their native habitats.

Trucking Ramp and Freight Delivery Area

In order to eliminate mid-city traffic congestion, plans have been

effected in Rockefeller Center to handle freight deliveries to and from the

Development in a central area 34 feet below street level. This area, 320

feet long and 185 feet wide, is beneath the sunken plaza.

The freight area is entered through a wide trucking ramp leading into

a sub-surface roadway 32 feet wide and 13^/2 feet high. The roadway is

about 400 feet in length. It is cut into the Development on the north

side of 50th Street, just east of the Music Hall, circles under a portion of

the north block, where a branch ramp cuts off to a shipping area under the

International Building, and enters the main trucking area at a point directly

underneath the sunken plaza. Both the shipping areas and the ramp are

provided with special fire protection equipment and are thoroughly ven-

tilated and air-conditioned.





One of New York's unique offerings—an open promenade

seventy stories above the city streets. As shown in the

illustration on the reverse of this page, the Rockefeller Cen-

ter Observation Roofs, 200 feet long and 20 feet wide,

afford an unobstructed view of the entire metropolitan area.





The Observation Roofs

The five upper floors of the RCA Building are planned for observa-

tion, rest and recreation. Atop the seventieth story, 850 feet above the

street, is an expansive promenade, 200 feet long and approximately 20

feet wide.

From the promenade the visitor can get an unobstructed view of

metropolitan New York and much of the surrounding country. Trained

guides are on hand to point out areas of interest and furnish information

about Rockefeller Center and New York City. Telescopes provide a better

view of the city's historic landmarks. Comfortable deck chairs are avail-

able for those who wish to relax in the open air.

Here old residents of New York may see their city with a new pride

in its beauty and magnitude. Sightseers to New York may get a bird's-

eye view of the world's greatest metropolis, a view incomparable in its

grandeur.

On the floor below, a refreshment bar and a comfortable lounge are

maintained for the convenience of visitors to the Observation Roofs.

Tickets to the Observation Roofs are on sale at the information desks

throughout the building, at the "Ask Mr. Foster" offices, and at many New
York hotels.

The Rockefeller Center Guided Tours provide a comprehensive view

of the main features of the Rockefeller Center buildings and include a

short visit to the Roofs. These tours are conducted by guides trained to

describe all points of interest in the Development. They afford visitors

an opportunity for personal observation and inquiry.





The huge Auditorium Studio of the National Broadcasting Company
is shown on the reverse of this page. Seating 1,300 spectators, the

studio is j8 feet wide and 132 feet long. Construction of a studio this

size was a real engineering feat since the entire room had to be sus-

pended from ceiling and walls in order to insulate it from outside noise.





The NBC Studios

The National Broadcasting Company's studios in the RCA
Building in Rockefeller Center cover some 400,000 square feet of space and

occupy ten floors. Included in this area are thirty-five studios, twenty-

seven of which are completed. The remaining eight have been left un-

finished, to be completed as they are needed.

The Auditorium Studio on the eighth floor is 78 by 132 feet, and

three stories high. Along one side runs a balcony which, together with

the main floor of the studio, seats 1,300 spectators. Opposite this is a

semi-circular stage large enough to accommodate a 100-piece orchestra.

The next largest broadcasting studio is 50 by 89 feet, and two stories

in height. Known as the Radio Guild Studio, it is equipped with a stage

and a glass curtain. There are also two studios 50 by 80, four 30 by 50,

and two 25 by 40 feet. All these are two stones high. Along one side

they have galleries for spectators, separated from the main portion of the

studios by glass, and equipped with loud-speakers so that spectators may
hear the programs they are watching.

As there are no exterior windows in the entire studio section, the

problem of air-conditioning and ventilation is a major one. An air-condi-

tioning plant washes the air, humidifies it or de-humidifies it according to

its condition, and circulates it through the studios at a rate of 20,000,000

cubic feet an hour.

The sound-proofing of the studios was one of the most complex jobs

of its kind ever attempted. All the studios have "floating" floors, walls,

and ceilings, which are suspended and insulated from the framework of

the building itself They are like boxes suspended in the steel and con-

crete construction.

Several of the studios have sliding panels in the walls which may be

operated mechanically from their control rooms, varying the acoustical

effect.

As a result of requests from many visitors who are eager to see just

how a radio program is "put on the air" the National Broadcasting Com-



pany has inaugurated a studio tour which reveals the behind-the-scenes

activity in network broadcasting. Each tour lasts approximately an hour

and includes an inspection of studios, the air-conditioning system, the mas-

ter control room, a radio museum, and other points of interest. Admittance

to actual broadcasts is not included in the tour. An admission fee of

forty cents is charged for the tour.



"jo Rockefeller Plaza," main entrance to the RCA Building, is illustrated

on the reverse of this page. Here business men and visitors from all

over the world constantly come and go. Lee Lawrie designed the

sculpture above the doorways which depicts the Genius of Alankind.





Other Entrances to RCA Building

In addition to the Plaza entrance to the RCA Building, other en-

trances are at 49 West 49th Street, 50 West 50th Street and 1250 Sixth

Avenue. Each of these entrances has been decorated by well-known sculp-

tors and artists, in keeping with the general decorative scheme of Rocke-

feller Center.

The Sixth Avenue Entrance (West")

The vestibule wall at the Sixth Avenue end of the RCA Building is

decorated with a mosaic panel, 79 feet long and 14 feet high. It was

designed by Barry Faulkner, American artist, and executed by Ravenna

Mosaics. More than 250 shades of color are contained in the mosaic,

which is composed of approximately one million tesserae, or small pieces

of enamel and glass.

The theme of this decoration is "Enlightenment." The artist's con-

ception of the theme is that Man has been endowed with enlightenment

to aid in destroying the four major enemies of his mental well-being. In

his mosaic, Mr. Faulkner visualizes these enemies as Ignorance, Cruelty,

Poverty and Fear. The central figure represents Thought, standing over

the world. On either side are the articulate manifestations of Thought

—

Written Words and Spoken Words. These forms are represented as mes-

sengers sent throughout the world. As Man grasps and comprehends the

message of these couriers the enemies of his mental well-being are destroyed

by flames.

Thirty-three feet above the mosaic, on the Sixth Avenue facade of

the RCA Building, are four sculptured panels, designed by Gaston

Lachaise, American sculptor. Each of these panels is 1 1
l/i feet high and

4 feet wide.

The panels are entitled "Genius Seizing the Light of the Sun," and

"Conquest of Space," the "Gifts of Earth to Mankind" and the "Spirit

of Progress." They represent various aspects of modern civilization.



The Forty-Ninth Street Entrance (South}

The sculptured figures occupying the pylons on either side of the

south entrance to the RCA Building were designed by Leo Fnedlander,

American sculptor. Together these groups represent Television, with the

space between the pylons indicating the ether through which Television

is transmitted. Transmission and Reception are component parts in the

projection of Television. On the west pylon, Mr. Fnedlander depicts the

figure of Transmission receiving the impression of the Dance. The image

is carried by Transmission through the ether to the group sculptured on the

east pylon.

In the group on the east pylon, the artist depicts the figure of Re-

ception presenting to the waiting audience the image of the Dance re-

ceived from Transmission. The waiting audience is symbolized by the

classic figure of Mother Earth and her child—the people of the world.

The Fiftieth Street Entrance {North}

The sculpture at the 50th Street entrance of the RCA Building is

also the work of Mr. Fnedlander. Arranged on pylons at each side of the

entrance, the two groups represent Radio. The group at the left represents

Transmission. It shows a singing figure, with Transmission sending the

Song through the ether to the group at the right.

The right group portrays Reception. Small figures in the clouds

—

one singing and one playing the lyre—are shown before a loud-speaker.

At the base of the group are Mother Earth and her son, the people of the

world, receiving the music.



Newest of Rockefeller Center structures, the qi-story International

Building is the eighth to be constructed. The Palazzo d' Italia

(left} and the International Building, East (right} complete the

Fifth Avenue front of the Development and balance the British

Empire Building and La Maison Francaise in the central block.





The International Building

and the Palazzo d'ltalia

The three new units on the Fifth Avenue front of Rockefeller Center's north block

form a "U" shaped structure. The main entrance to the 41-story tower of the Inter-

national Building, 630 Fifth Avenue, is at the bottom of the "U" while on the north

is the 6-story wing, or extension, known as the International Building, East, and at

the south is a twin 6-story structure, the Palazzo d'ltalia. The space inside the "U"
is occupied by a forecourt, 45 feet deep. At the end of the forecourt the three units

are structurally connected, and the two 6-story buildings continue westward for 55
feet on either side of the tower as structural parts of the International Building.

The official Rockefeller Plaza entrance of the International Building is at number 45.

There is also a subsidiary entrance at 41 Rockefeller Plaza, in addition to an entrance

at 20 West 51st Street and one at 19 West 50th Street. The International Building,

East, has an entrance at 636 Fifth Avenue and one at 10 West 51st Street. The
Palazzo d'ltalia has an entrance at 626 Fifth Avenue and one at 9 West 50th Street.

Excavation of the site was begun July, 1933, and actual construction was started

in September, 1934. The buildings were completed on May 1, 1935. }ohn Lowry,

Inc., were the general contractors. Architects: Reinhard & Hofmeister; Corbett,

Harrison & MacMurray; Hood & Fouilhoux.

A. n open forecourt leads from Fifth Avenue between the Palazzo

d'ltalia and the International Building, East, and provides a sweeping

entrance to the central tower of the International Building. Four huge

stone piers support the roof of the loggia at the entrance to the tower.

From the loggia both swinging and revolving doors lead to the Great

Hall of the building. Four stories high, 60 feet wide and 80 feet long, the

Hall is finished with walls of dark green Tinos marble. The floor is pat-

terned in squares of Venetian mosaic terrazzo. Pillars of Tinos marble

tower 54 feet to the ceiling which is finished in hand-burnished copper leaf

Centered at the far end of the Great Hall are four double-width Otis

escalators, finished in polished steel and chromium. These take the place

of the traditional ornamental staircase.

Stores line either side of the lobby, and above them thirteen display



cases extend to the full four-story height, providing an immense exhibi-

tion hall of unusual architectural interest.

Entrances from the Great Hall to the lobbies of the International

Building, East, on the north and the Palazzo d'ltalia on the south tie the

three lobbies together into a shopping arcade. Escalators and elevators

join the lobbies to the shops in the Concourse—one floor below street

level. The Concourse in turn is connected with the huge shopping section

of the central block of Rockefeller Center by a pedestrian tunnel cut under-

neath West 50th Street.

The Concourse and street level floors of both buildings are air-

conditioned. Above the first floor, selective cooling is offered and is optional

with the individual tenant.

Over the main entance to the Palazzo d'ltalia on Fifth Avenue is a

large sculptural glass screen, eleven feet wide and sixteen feet high.

Designed by Attilio Piccinlli, internationally famous American sculptor,

the screen depicts a man thrusting a spade into the earth. The figure

symbolizes the creative aspect of labor. It is flanked by the sculptured

words of a famous Italian saying: "Arte E Lavoro. . . . Lavoro E Arte"

(Art is Labor. . . . Labor is Art). Above the figure are the words:

"Sempre Avanti Eterna Giovinezza" (Advance Forever, Eternal Youth).

The screen weighs approximately 7,000 pounds and is composed of

forty-five individual sections ranging from 14 to 32 inches in length, from

12 to 25 inches in width, and from 2 to 6/4 inches in thickness. An
unusual type of Pyrex glass was used by the Corning Glass Works in

casting the screen. It has been called "poetic" glass and is filled with

small imperfections, purposely created to break up the crystal clearness of

the glass, giving the effect of fluidity and hand-molding and the general

appearance of a huge slab of onyx.

A second screen, identical in dimensions and weight, was created by

Attilio Piccirilli for the main entrance of the International Building, East.

This screen depicts a youth pointing out the way ahead to a charioteer,

and symbolizes the new leadership of youth in commerce.

Each of the screens is surmounted by a cartouche carved in the stone

face of the building by Piccinlli. The cartouche on the Palazzo d'ltalia

is the coat of arms of Italy which contains the crown of the ruling House

of Savoy and the Fascist emblem. On the International Building the



Across Fifth Avenue from St. Patrick's Cathedral, the Great Hall of the

International Building provides a striking contrast to the cathedral's

Gothic tracery with its polished steel and chromium escalators, and severely

plain pillars of green marble rising sixty feet to a copper leaf ceiling.
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cartouche contains a male and a female figure representing commerce and

industry. Behind them is a caduceus, symbol of communications.

Across the top of the Fifth Avenue facade of the Palazzo d' Italia

are four panels designed by Leo Lentelli, American sculptor. The panels,

carved in limestone, portray decisive periods in Italy's rise to greatness

among the nations of the world. The periods depicted are: The Roman

period of Italian civilization; the Italian Renaissance period; the gaining of

Italian independence in 1870; and the present Fascist government.

Four similar panels occupy the top of the Fifth Avenue facade of

the International Building, East. Also designed by Lentelli, these panels

depict the four main continents of the earth.

Over the 50th Street entrance to the International Building is a

massive pierced stone screen. Created by Lee Lawrie, the screen depicts

man's history in a series of fifteen hieroglyphs.

The central hieroglyph shows three male figures representing art,

industry, and commerce which have been responsible for much of man's

progress. Above them is Mercury, mythical messenger, symbolizing

communications, and below them is the Ship of Trade. The races of

mankind are depicted by male figures typical of each race. The Big

Dipper and the Southern Cross portray the hemispheres on either side

of the headpiece of the screen, and the four directions of the compass

are indicated by a sea gull and a whale's fluke for the north, palm trees

for the south, an Aztec temple for the west, and a mosque for the east.

A Norman tower signifies the old order of things and is balanced by a

hieroglyph on the other side of the screen which depicts a group of smoke-

stacks as symbols of the industrial age. A lion emblematizes the king-

doms of the world, and an eagle its republics. At the top a formalized

representation of the sun's rays forms an integral part of the face of a

stone clock, six feet in diameter.

At the extreme western end of the International Building, over the

entrances at 41 and 45 Rockefeller Plaza, are two stone panels designed by

Gaston Lachaise. The panels memorialize the contribution of labor to

our civilization. The south panel shows two wreckers clearing away debris.

One of them holds a crowbar and the other an acetylene torch. The north

panel depicts two steelworkers astride a steel beam which is being hoisted

up the side of a building.



Additional sculptural work, in keeping with the general decorative

scheme of Rockefeller Center, has been planned for the International

Building and the Palazzo d' Italia. It will be executed during the current

year.



Six stories high, the Palazzo d'ltalia is structurally joined to the

4 1 -story International Building. Like the British Empire Building

and La Maison Francaise it is devoted to the interests of a great

foreign nation and houses Italian commercial, cultural, and gov-

ernmental organizations. The sculptural glass screen and the

cartouche over the doorway were created by Attilio Piccirilli.





On the Sixth Avenue side of Rockefeller Center, the RKO Building

adjoins the Radio City Adusic Hall. This j i -story office building,

shown in the illustration on the reverse of this page, houses

many of the leading motion picture producing and distributing

companies. Robert Garrison designed the sculpture on the facade.





The RKO Building

The 3 1 -story RKO Building is located at 1270 Sixth Avenue, between 50th and

51st Streets. The structure is 407 feet in height and has a depth of 73 feet east-

ward from Sixth Avenue. A portion of the ground floor of the building forms

the entrance and Grand Foyer of the Radio City Music Hall. Construction on

the RKO Building was begun in September, 193 1. It was completed in December,

1932. John Lowry, Inc., New York City, were the general contractors. Architects:

Reinhard & Hofmeister; Corbett, Harrison & MacMurray; Hood & Fouilhoux.

The RKO Building, on the Radio City side of Rockefeller Center,

is a modern business building in every respect. The structure has become

a concentration point for many of the leading motion picture producing

and distributing firms, which now occupy offices there.

Above the Sixth Avenue entrance to the RKO Building is an interest-

ing sculptural treatment, the work of Robert Garrison, American sculptor.

It consists of three panels carved in the limestone facade of the building.

Each of the panels is more than 22 feet wide and 9 feet high.

The sculpture is allegorical in treatment and subject. The central

panel represents Radio, and the whole group depicts the inspiration of the

past and present being spread throughout the world through the medium

of Radio.

The Sixth Avenue entrance lobby is faced with Italian Cremo marble.

Modern Otis elevators serve the shops and offices above the street level.

The mural in the lobby of the RKO Building was painted by Board-

man Robinson, American artist. This colorful decoration, 16 feet by

10 feet in dimension, has a predominant note of blue, supplemented by

warm grays and buffs. The mural carries the implication of the destruction

of civilization unless man's material progress is paralleled by the develop-

ment of his spiritual frontiers.

Foreshadowing the time when every modern business office will be

equipped with facilities for the reception of radio programs, the RKO
Building has been provided with a centralized radio receiving system. This

equipment, known as the Antenaplex System, is a recent development of



the RCA Victor Camden laboratories. A central antenna at the top of the

building supplies radio frequency energy to receiving sets of any standard

type. Occupants of the building may plug their receiving sets into the

office outlets and be assured of efficient reception.



The huge Auditorium, proscenium arch, and stage of the Radio City Music

Hall are shown on the reverse of this page. The proscenium arch is sixty

feet high and with its series of recessed cove lights represents a stylization

of a sunrise. The stage is iqq feet wide and 62 feet deep. The theater

seats over 6,000 persons and is the largest indoor theater in the world.





The Radio City Music Hall

The Radio City Music Hall is the largest theater in the world. It has a ground

floor area of more than one and one-third acres, and will seat approximately 6,000

persons. The entrance to the theater is at 1260 Sixth Avenue, at 50th Street.

Excavation of the Music Hall site began in July, 193 1 . The theater was opened

in December, 1932. John Lowry, Inc., New York City, were the general con-

tractors. Architects: Reinhard & Hofmeister; Corbett, Harrison & MacMurray;

Hood & Fouilhoux.

The Radio City Music Hall, fittingly termed the "show place of

the nation," gave its premiere performance on the evening of December

27, 1932. Within one year's time six million persons had bought tickets

of admission to this magnificent theater, setting new world records for

attendance.

On the south facade of the Music Hall are three great metal plaques,

designed by Hildreth Meiere, American artist. These circular plaques,

composed of various metals and enamels, are each 18 feet in diameter.

In the center plaque Miss Meiere represents the Theater in its tradi-

tional guise, with the alternate masks of tragedy and comedy. On either

side of this central plaque are representations of the Dance and Song,

which serve to complete this conception of the Theater. The plaques were

executed by Oscar B. Bach, craftsman in metal.

Wide doors lead from the entrance lobby into the Grand Foyer which

is 140 feet long, 45 feet wide and 60 feet high.

The Radio City Music Hall was designed by the architects. Donald

Deskey was chosen by the architects to assist in the decoration and furnish-

ing of certain rooms, under their supervision.

The Foyer wainscoting is of marble, the wall coverings of henna-

colored brocatelle. Stately gold wall mirrors extend upward to the ceiling

past three Mezzanine floors.

A large mural by Ezra Winter, American artist, follows a sweeping

curve about the grand stairway leading up to the Mezzanine. This mural,

60 feet long and 30 feet high, is based on an Oregon Indian legend.



The Indians relate that in the creation of the world a high mountain

was built by the birds. On the mountain top was the dwelling of the

author of life standing beside the Fountain of Eternal Youth. Evil spirits

caused an earthquake which opened a great chasm, making the mountain

forever inaccessible to humans. Mr. Winter represents the theme as apply-

ing to the human race as a whole. The mountain top is shown, gleaming

in a golden light, and separated by a deep chasm from a rocky promontory

in the foreground. An old man, who has followed the path of the ages to

the heights, in search of the Fountain of Youth, stands in the foreground,

gazing at the mountain. Floating before him across the sky, in the form

of a rainbow, is a procession of the ambitions and vanities of life.

Contemporary Art in the Grand Lounge

A great stairway curves down from the Foyer to the Grand Lounge

immediately below. This is a public club room designed for comfort and

relaxation. The black walls of the Lounge are decorated by five vignettes

by the artist, Louis Bouche. These murals suggest "A Phantasmagoria

of the Theater" and comprise elements of the early Italian stage as well as

characters famous in the contemporary theatrical world, among them

Weber and Fields.

In the Lounge is a large cast aluminum statue, an interesting example

of the work of William Zorach, American sculptor. The statue is entitled

"Dancing Figure."

Two other excellent examples of the work of contemporary sculptors

are to be found in the Music Hall: "Eve" by Gwen Lux is placed in the

Foyer, and the "Girl and the Goose" by Robert Laurent is on display in

the corridor of the first Mezzanine.

The lounges in the basement and on the three Mezzanine floors of

the Music Hall contain, in especially designed settings, the work of such

contemporary artists as Stuart Davis, Witold Gordon, Yasuo Kuniyoshi,

Henry Billings and Buk Ulreich. Various rugs and fabrics within the

theater were designed by Ruth Reeves and by Marguenta Mergentime.

All of this art program is part of Donald Deskey's design of the

Powder Rooms, Smoking Rooms, Grand Lounge and furnishings.

The stainless steel doors which open into the Auditorium from the

Foyer are decorated with low relief bronze plaques designed by Rene P.



The illustration on the reverse of this page shows the Foyer of the

Radio City Music Hall, iqo feet long, feet wide and 60 feet

high. Above the stairway to the first Mezzanine is a huge mural

by Ezra Winter. Stairs at each end of the Foyer lead below to the

Grand Lounge. Ornamental doors, at right, open to the Auditorium.





Chambellan, who was also responsible for the metal decorations above the

doors of the Sixth Avenue entrance to the theater.

The most striking feature of the theater Auditorium is the immense

proscenium arch, sixty feet in height. Unlike that of most theaters, this

arch is not rectangular in shape, but semi-circular. Its graceful curve forms

an effective frame for the magnificent stage pictures which it encloses. It

represents a stylization of a sunrise. The steel truss which supports it,

weighing 300 tons, is the heaviest ever used in theater construction.

A contour curtain of shimmering gold fabric masks the proscenium

opening. It is operated by a system of thirteen motors which, in addition

to raising and lowering it, serves to drape it into manifold contours accord-

ing to the demands of any individual scene.

The Auditorium of the Radio City Music Hall gives the effect of an

intimate theater despite its immense seating capacity. This effect has been

attained chiefly by eliminating balconies and substituting for them three

Mezzanines of graduated widths, so planned that the patrons of the upper-

most Mezzanine can see and hear as well as those sitting in the seats of

the orchestra floor.

The World's Most Perfectly Equipped Stage

The stage of the Radio City Music Hall is, in the opinion of tech-

nical experts, the most perfectly equipped in the world today. It is 144

feet wide and 62 feet deep. No practical innovation of the most advanced

modern stagecraft has been omitted, either in stage machinery or lighting.

The stage equipment was designed by Peter Clark, noted theater equip-

ment engineer.

The stage elevator consists of three separate sections. Each elevator

section is 70 feet long and 16 feet wide. These three elevators, the largest

of their kind ever constructed, may be set at any level from the sub-

basement to a position fourteen feet above the stage, a vertical trip of

forty feet. They are so arranged that they can be adjusted in step forma-

tion above the stage, at various levels. Set in the surface of the elevator is

a revolving turntable, forty-seven feet in diameter.

The orchestra elevator will lower or raise seventy-five musicians to or

from the sub-basement level, thirty-two feet below the stage. When the



orchestra elevator is at stage level, it forms an extension to the main stage

and increases its depth to a total of eighty-one feet. The orchestra car-

nage, at stage level, can be propelled backstage sixty feet.

Light plays a predominant part in many of the stage effects. The
light which is used throughout the Radio City Music Hall would be su£

ficient for the needs of a large city. Above the stage are four adjustable

motor-operated light bridges, each 104 feet long. Four portable light

towers on either side of the stage have a capacity of twenty-five spot and

arc lights each. They are the largest of their kind ever built and are used

for flooding the whole stage. Other lights are projected from recesses on

each side of the stage and firom coves in the ceiling of the Auditorium.

Equipped with a battery of microphones, the Music Hall stage is

prepared for broadcasts of any type. Dressing rooms in the theater, built

to accommodate six hundred persons, are also wired for radio so that the

performance may be broadcast to all the artists.

The screen is the largest in the world. It measures 70 feet by

40 feet, and was designed especially for the Music Hall. The screen is

adaptable to four different picture sizes by means of masks or borders at

the sides and the top and bottom. These masks are electrically operated

by regulators at each end of the screen or by the projectionist from his

booth. The entire screen is perforated to permit the battery of amplifiers

directly behind it to transmit sound to the audience.



The picture on the reverse of this page shows the unique Auditorium of

the Center Theater. It seats approximately 3,700 persons. The huge

chandelier is twenty-five feet in diameter and is the largest in the world.





The Center Theater

The Center Theater is situated at 1236 Sixth Avenue, between 48th and 49th

Streets. It has a ground floor area of more than 35,000 square feet and seats

approximately 3,500 persons. Excavation on the site was begun in July, 1931.

The theater was opened to the public on December 29, 1932. Barr, Irons & Lane,

Inc., New York City, were the general contractors. Architects: Reinhard &
Hofmeister; Corbett, Harrison & MacMurray; Hood & Fouilhoux.

The Center Theater is the smaller of the two theaters in Rocke-

feller Center. The Charm and beauty of its interior design and furnishings

are unsurpassed even by the Radio City Music Hall.

On the 49th Street facade of the building is a huge metal plaque,

another design by Hildreth Meiere, executed by Oscar B. Bach. It is one

of the largest metal plaques ever made, measuring 18 feet in height and 35
feet in width. It represents Electric Energy controlling the ethereal waves

and transmitting them through Radio and Television.

The Center Theater was designed by the architects. Eugene Schoen

was chosen by the architects to assist in the furnishing and decoration

under their supervision.

The Foyer, on the street level, is lighted by five large exterior windows

of opaque glass etched in relief! The soft color and texture of the Bubinga

walls are continued in the carpet, furniture and draperies and accented by

the vermilion auditorium entrance doors.

At the far end of the Foyer a broad, curved stairway leads up to the

Mezzanine. Beneath it, a similar stair gives access to the Lounge. The
stairways are illuminated by lights set in niches in the wall and shaded by

aluminum masks by Kantack.

The decorative scheme of the Foyer is continued on the first Mez-
zanine Promenade. The second Mezzanine has a color scheme of blues

and natural tans and is ornamented with a black and silver painting by
Hugo Gellert which depicts the struggle of Light over Darkness. The
third Mezzanine is decorated in tones of orange, tan and brown.



On the walls are line drawings in monochrome, dedicated to leaders

in venture and invention—Eastman, Edison, Marconi, Byrd, Lindbergh,

Muybridge and others.

The walls of the Lounge, one floor below the Foyer, are finished with

squares of tawny-colored grain leather piped with red. A decorative panel

painted in red and gold on incised linoleum by Arthur Crisp, American

artist, adorns the main wall.

In the Ladies' Lounge, which is finished in delicate colors and fitted

with especially designed furniture, is an original glass mural designed by

Maurice Heaton. Commemorative of the crossing of the Atlantic Ocean

by Amelia Earhart, the panel represents a new technique in decorative art.

The Gentlemen's Lounge is masculine in its strength of color and

design of furnishings. The walls are decorated with photomurals by

Edward Steichen, photographer, and are an interesting example of this

new and increasingly popular form of mural decoration. Photographs of

the Wright brothers' first flight at Kitty Hawk, of Colonel Lindbergh in

the days when he was a mail-plane pilot, and of the enormous and powerful

airplanes in modern use, are interesting details in the composition of this

mural.

All of this art program is part of Eugene Schoen's designs of the

Powder Rooms, Smoking Rooms, and furnishings.

An Auditorium of Beauty and Simplicity

The Auditorium of the Center Theater is simple in form and color.

The stage opening is sixty feet wide and reaches from the stage floor to

the ceiling with one solid curtain control—similar to that in the Music

Hall. The walls are covered with African Mahogany wood, and this simple

treatment is broken at the stage opening by decorative grills for the sound

and light effects and recessed alcoves for the organ. In the center of the

decorative ceiling and forming a part of it is the world's largest chandelier,

twenty-five feet in diameter. This lighting fixture weighs six tons and is

so large that a special ventilating system has been designed to carry off the

intense heat of its 400 floor lights.

Supplementing the indirect lights from the central fixture is a system

of direct lighting which utilizes powerful beams projected through small



holes in the ceiling. By crossing the upward beams of light from the

chandelier with these downward beams, it is possible to produce some two

hundred different color effects.

The Center Theater has stage and orchestra pit elevators similar to

those in the Radio City Music Hall. The stage equipment was designed

by Peter Clark.
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